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by Giorgia Mauri z photos by Il Paradiso Arabians
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T uttoArabi is glad to introduce to you Il Paradiso 
Arabians owned by Giacomo and Rosanna 
Boscarino.

Giacomo is a breeder, a trainer and a handler well known in 
the Arabian horse world.
Over the years he has turned his passion into his job.
TuttoArabi has often met Giacomo at “Il Paradiso Arabians” 
and had the chance to chat with him about the field we all 
work in.
From our conversations a special man comes to light, a man 
who strives to improve himself as a trainer and to support 
all the people who want to increase their knowledge of the 
Arabian horses by telling them about the horse’s features, 
qualities and attributes and about the happiness a horse can 
bring into a life. 
Giacomo is accurate and demands a lot from himself and 
even more from his family that helps and assists him. Angelo, 

his son, is growing as a trainer everyday and has already had 
international experiences aiming for new challenges just like 
his father. Giamoco’s wife, Rosanna, manages the stud and 
the contact with clients.
Every year “Il Paradiso Arabians” opens its doors to visitors 
and Arabian horse lovers from all over the world who have 
the chance to see the homebred horses and those in training 
at “Il Paradiso Arabians” and, at the same time, to enjoy the 
Open Day with friends. 
Giacomo shares his success with one of his best friends, 
Mr. Claudio Mazza, who has just opened a branch of his 
breeding farm at “Il Paradiso Arabians”.
Over the years “Il Paradiso Arabians” has increasingly grown 
thanks to the worldwide export of homebred horses, the 
import of leased horses and some international cooperations.
Private shows and business dinners are often organized by 
the Stud.

IL PARADISO 
Arabians
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 Giacomo, how did your passion for Arabian horses begin?
The horse business has always been a tradition in my family, 
therefore it was at an early stage of my life that my passion 
for horses began.
I have studied every sort of document on the specialized press 
before starting to invest in the field buying my first mares to 
breed selected bloodlines.
 
And later how did you become a trainer and a handler?
I became a trainer and a handler after attending several 
shows and working shoulder to shoulder with experts in the 
field.
I have always believed that the best way to train my horses 
was training them personally, from A to Z. After practicing 
for a while, some friends of mine entrusted me their horses 
to train. So my passion became a job for me and my family.
 
You are famous worldwide as a professional trainer. How 
did you build your reputation?
Thanks to a massive advertising campaign and thanks to 

the help from several people already in this field. The trips 
to Poland, Brasil and the U.S.A. have been very important 
to me. There I have been able to visit the most important 
breeding farms and to learn training methods I have never 
used before.
My thank you goes to my friend Mr. Simone Leo, the 
publisher of TuttoArabi, who has introduced me to the most 
relevant people in the Arabian horse world and who has 
helped me to export my homebred horses abroad. Thanks to 
Mr. Claudio Mazza who has always believed in me and 
who I have always shared my passion with. I have many 
people to thank, all the people who have been supporting 
me over the years and who every day entrusted their horses 
to me. I ensure my intense dedication: every horses at “Il 
Paradiso Arabians” feels at home.
 
What would you change, if possible, in the italian show 
business?
I often happen to talk about it with Mr. Claudio Mazza, 
who organizes several shows. I think Italy lacks enough 

Amir Ashiraf, stallion 2004. Now owned by Jaber & Saber  Dehghan, IRAN

Hassan Ashiraf, stallion 2008. Now owned by Mr. Mohammed Dalemm Al Otaibi Shams El Ashiraf, stallion 2011
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Shams El Ashiraf, stallion 2009

Fluke, stallion 2008

Divina by Sajida, mare 2009

Safeer, stallion 2009

Lady Dueba El Zaid, mare 2007Siluen by Justice, mare 2009

CO Pashmira, mare 2002

enthusiasm in the horse show business, such as the enthusiasm 
I have seen abroad, in Brazil for example. Italian handlers 
and Italian breeders don’t cooperate enough with each other.
In Italy one’s individual interest is more important than the 
goal of a common growth as breeders and as a Nation.
 
Have you ever thought about judging?
No, I haven’t. I am already a trainer and a handler. Being 
also a judge would be too much for me.
Many great judges are already present in the field. And 
many of them are young judges who are working on relevant 

international shows.
 
Which horses do you feel closer to?
Certainly Amir Ashiraf has been our main horse. With him 
the Stud has growth a lot. Thanks to his productivity the 
horse has been leased in Brazil for 2 years where he has kept 
producing well. Once he came back to Italy, we sold him to 
Farangh Fazeli from Iran.
Hassan Ashiraf, Amir’s son, has been leased to Poland for 
2 years and then he has been bought by Mohammed Bin 
Dalim Bin Mesbaq Al Otaibi from Saudi Arabia.
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CO Pashmira, mare 2002

Rebecca Marc, filly 2012 Greta by Ashiraf, filly 2009 Stig Ashirafa, filly 2010 sold to Arabian Stud Europe

ASE Brasilia-Chariklia, mare 2007

Free Aida, mare 2005

CO Pashmira, mare 2002 Nihal, filly 2013

Co-Pashmira (Padron Ghibli x Tamira), Hassan’s mother, 
is still by our Stud and every years gives us beautiful foals. 
Many times we have been asked to sell her but for now we 
prefer not to let her go.
 
In our future there are Shams El Ashiraf (Hassan Ashiraf 
x Ardesia Moniscione), who has been drawing attention in 
the showring and as a stallion, Cairo MCA (Hassan Ashiraf 
x Divina By Sajida) and Picasso Mca (Hassan Ashiraf x 
Siluen By Justice). 
I am very close to Lady Dueba El Zaid (Padrons Ghibli x 

Dueba El Zaid), a beautiful mare who has given me many 
interesting foals that I have already exported.
 
What are your plans as breeder? 
I would like to improve my Stud and I am working on it!
I wish everybody a season rich in success and satisfaction.
 
Thank you Giacomo for the interview. 
Here are the pictures from Il Paradiso Arabians archive. 
Sometimes pictures explain more than words. Enjoy! q
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Sayda By Justice sold to Belgium

Vichy Show (France)

Francesco Verga & Anna Boscarino

Greta Ashiraf with new owner Carlos Menezes

Divina By Sajida with Claudio Mazza & Simone Leo

Najaa Ashiraf, mare 2008

Hassan Ashiraf, Top Five Class Senior Stallion, Paris 2013

Divina By Sajida, mare 2009
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Cairo MCA, colt 2013 Picasso MCA, colt 2013

Hassan Ashiraf, Best Head, Vichy 2014
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Giacomo Boscarino
via Corridoni, 130

21054 Fagnano Olona (VA) - Italy
mobile: +39 340 5062791

e-mail: rosanna.pepe65@gmail.com

Rosanna and Giacomo Boscarino
visiting Andre Cruz in Brazil

Andre Cruz, Giacomo Boscarino,
Zico Guardia & Simone Leo

Murillo Krammer from Brazil at Il Paradiso Arabians

Aja Arabians with Giacomo Boscarino

Giacomo Boscarino
with JM Aarabians

Angelo Boscarino Shams El Ashiraf with Angelo Boscarino, Deuville 2015Francesco Verga & Anna Boscarino

Open Day at Il Paradiso Arabians Murillo Krammer from Brazil at Il Paradiso Arabians

Rosanna with Olivia Strauch in Brazil 

Rosanna and Giacomo Boscarino
visiting Lenita Perroy in Brazil

Divina By Sajida, mare 2009 Zico Guardia from Brazil at Il Paradiso Arabians
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